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Note: Pages 2 through 6 describe a media:scape mini unit. Refer to page 7 for the differences if your unit is a media:scape mobile.

1. Remove the television from the unit (depress dislodgement tabs on mounting brackets).

2. Remove the shroud from the unit. (depress dislodgement tabs on unit).

To remove shroud, locate anti-dislodgement clips on each side. Press them towards the monitor and lift up & out.

To remove monitor, locate anti-dislodgement clips on each side. Press them towards the monitor, lift monitor up & out.
3. Remove the puck connectors and/or the power on connection from the switcher. (use small flat head screwdriver).
4. Rotate the unit so that you have access to the bottom (two persons required).

5. Remove the plastic base cover with a Phillips screwdriver.

6. Remove the media:well from the unit by removing (4) screws (Phillips screwdriver).
7. a) Remove (6) screws from the media:well, then b) remove the bezel.

*NOTE: If you are replacing the power-on button, proceed to step 8. If not, go right to step 11.*

8. Remove the power-on button by removing (2) screws from the bezel with a 1/16" allen wrench.

9. Remove the power button cables from the base, then reroute the new power-on cable.

10. Attach the new power-on button with (2) screws, then reroute the cords.

11. If a puck needs to be replaced, start by removing the flocking liner inside the media:well with a strong magnet.
12. Remove electrical enclosure by removing (4) screws.

13. Remove puck that is intended for replacement. Route the replacement puck cord.

14. When assembling the new puck, the grommet should be 42" from the end of the cord.

15. Assemble electrical enclosure with the 4 screws that were removed in step 12.

16. Place the flocking liners back into the media:well.

17. Screw the bezel onto the media:well using (6) screws.

18. Attach the media:well to the bridge and plastic base with (4) screws.

19. Assemble the base cover to the base with (6) screws.

20. Rotate the unit upright (2 people).

21. Attach all cords to the switcher.

22. Put shroud and TV back on.
Note: This page shows the differences between a media:scape mobile and a media:scape mini unit. Follow the procedures described on pages 2 through 6 except the following:

A) Steps 4 and 5 not needed. Remove flocking plate with a strong magnet.

B) Remove the media:well from the bridge and plastic trim cover by removing (2) screws.

C) Remove (2) screws (one each side) at top of plastic trim cover so cover can fully be removed (Phillips).

D) Remove cord clamp that houses puck and power-on cables (Phillips).

E) Follow step 7 on from the mini process.